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Lab #13  Battery Testing & Service 
 
Pick any vehicle that has a lead acid starting battery 
 

1)  Working around vehicle batteries can be hazardous to you and the vehicle.   
 

     A)  List hazards to yourself and suggest ways to protect yourself   
 
  
  
  
     B)  List hazards to vehicle and suggest ways to protect the vehicle   
  
  
 
 
2)  What is battery electrolyte? 
 
 
3)  What should you do if you spill even one drop of battery electrolyte? 
  
 
4)  List the specific gravity for each cell of a battery.   
 

1) _______      2) _______       3) _______      4) _______      5) _______      6) _______ 
 (if your battery is sealed use a shop battery for this test)  
 
5) What is MOST IMPORTANT when storing a refractometer, or hydrometer, after  

exposing them to the sulfuric acid found in batteries? 
 
 
6)  How can a specific gravity test indicate a battery that is fully charged, one that needs 

recharging and one that needs to be replaced? 
 
 
 
 
7)  If the battery cells are low, what should you add?        
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8)  Explain how voltage can indicate the state of charge for a battery.  
Include details on how what a surface charge is, and how to remove it. 
Details on removing a surface charge are on the last page of this lab. 

 
 
 
 
9)  How many volts does this battery have after removing the surface charge? 
 
 
10)  What is the Voltmeter indicated state of charge?   ______________ (use  %)  
  
11)  If the battery has a low charge, what must you do besides re-charge the battery? 
 
 
12)  If the battery is less than 75% for state of charge it must be recharged  
       prior to using a carbon pile load tester.  List the steps to charging a battery  
 
 
 
 
 
 
13)  List extra precautions for charging at a high rate  (fast charge) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14)  Why is it important to unplug the battery charger before connecting, or disconnecting 

the charger cables to the battery terminals? 
  
  
    

 
  
 
__________ Instructor O.K. specific gravity, remove surface charge, voltmeter testing 
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15)   Why is it important to have a secure battery hold down and a clean battery?   
         
 
16)  After the battery and related components are clean what can you do  
       to prevent future corrosion? 
 
   
Review the article on how to use the battery conductance tester  
17)  Test the battery using a conductance tester and list your results below. 
 
 
 
 
A Carbon Pile Load test will reveal the amp capacity of a battery.  
(Note: most carbon piles are not suitable for loads over 450 amps)  
To perform this test you will load the battery to ½ the cold cranking amps.   
The battery should be able to maintain over 9.6 volts for 15 seconds. 
It is important to use the external voltmeter leads of the VAT tester 
 

18)  Set up the VAT carbon pile battery tester and find the instructor 
        DO NOT PRACTICE WITHOUT INSTRUCTOR CHECK  
 

 _____  Instructor check  
(demonstrate set up load tester and conductance tester)   

 

A parasitic draw (relay not shutting off, shorted alternator diode etc.) will cause a battery 
to be undercharged, or run dead.  Parasitic draw is tested with everything turned OFF by 
connecting an Amp meter in series with the battery ground.  Parasitic draw should be 
under 100 milli-amps. 
 

19)  Demonstrate and record the parasitic draw on a vehicle.     _______ amps   
 

20)  How can you locate a parasitic draw?    
    

21)  Jump starting a vehicle can be hazardous to yourself and the vehicle.  On a separate 
paper, list steps to jump starting a vehicle including safety precautions. 
 

22)  Demonstrate jump start procedures to instructor   
 
23)  Battery cable clamps MUST be clean and tight before returning the vehicle to service. 

What can happen if the cable clamps are not properly installed? 
 
 
  

_____  Instructor check 
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Using the Battery Conductance Tester 
 
Conductance is a measurement of the plate surface available in the battery, which determines how much 
power (or current) the battery can supply.  As a battery ages the plate surface can sulfate, or it can shed 
active material.  In addition, conductance can detect cell defects, shorts, and open circuits.  
 
1)  Remove the Surface Charge 
If the battery was charging, or the vehicle was running prior to testing use a carbon pile to place a 250 
amp load on the battery for 15 seconds.  This will remove the surface charge.  It is important to remove 
any surface charge to get an accurate test.  Let the battery rest for 1 minute to recover before testing. This 
will remove the surface charge and show the true state of charge. 
 
2) Make sure the conductance tester clamps are touching lead.  If steel or copper gets between the 
battery and the tester, inaccurate results may be obtained.  For side terminal batteries you may need to 
install lead terminal stud adapters.  If the battery passes the test your connections were O.K.  
If the battery fails a conductance test, remove all cable clamps and re-test.  
 
3) Conductance testers are sensitive to Electro-Magnetic Interference.  Make sure vehicle loads 
(lights, etc.) are off and the key is removed.  Turn OFF any nearby battery chargers. 
 
4) Select the proper battery rating.  Do NOT use the label on the battery; look up the manufacturer 
rating that is specified for the vehicle. 
 
5) Press the TEST key 
 
Some testers will display test results including the CCA, and pass or fail the battery.  If the battery fails 
this test, remove all battery cables, and re-test with the tester hooked directly to the lead of the battery.  
(You may need to use lead stud adapters for side terminal batteries)  Failure to repeat this test may result 
in unnecessary battery replacement. 
 
Some testers have three LED lights to indicate the battery condition. 

 

If the Green LED (O.K.) illuminates the battery is O.K. 
 

If both the Green (O.K.) and Yellow (LOW) LED illuminate, the battery is O.K. but low on 
charge.  Recharge this battery and check the starting and charging system to find out why the 
battery is low on charge.  Do not neglect to check for parasitic drains. 
 

If only the yellow (LOW) LED illuminates the battery is low and might be bad.  Recharge and 
retest.  If it still reads Low after recharging, recommend replacing the battery 
 

If the Red (X) LED illuminates a replacement battery is recommended 
 

Before replacing the battery, remove all battery cables, and hook the conductance tester directly to the 
lead terminals of the battery.  If the battery now passes, clean the battery terminals and return the battery 
to service.  Failure to repeat this test may result in unnecessary battery replacement. 
 
Note:  On some testers you must be sure CCA flashes on the screen when you hook it to the battery.  (it 
will only show up for 3 seconds)  If CCA does not appear for three seconds unhook the tester.  Connect 
the black clamp to the negative (–) battery terminal.  Press and hold down the TEST key while 
reconnecting the positive tester lead.  Use the arrow key to select CCA. 
 


